
Powerful Dictation Gold 2 解答 

Day 1 Exercise 1 

1. fold  

2. fetched  

3. spared  

4. rescued  

5. discharged  

6. objected  

7. bets  

8. yields  

9. taxed  

10. confess  

11. yell  

12. resemble  

13. disclose  

14. regulate  

15. creep  

  



Day 2 Exercise 1 

1. dust  

2. series  

3. lecture  

4. leather  

5. bricks  

6. transition  

7. infant  

8. privilege  

9. flesh  

10. objections  

11. virtues  

12. margin  

13. companions  

14. routine  

15. tin  

  



Day 3 Exercise 1 

1. secondly  

2. upstairs  

3. physically  

4. greatly  

5. basically  

6. typically  

7. newly  

8. scarcely  

9. roughly  

10. literally  

11. sharply  

12. personally  

13. constantly  

14. automatically  

15. consequently  

  



Day 4 Exercise 1 

1. tissue  

2. wire  

3. forest  

4. jury  

5. exercise  

6. population  

7. Mathematics  

8. evolution  

9. ambitions  

10. Psychology  

11. horror  

12. timber  

13. innovation  

14. initials  

15. shells  

  



Day 5 Exercise 1 

1. ugly  

2. favorite  

3. boring  

4. shallow  

5. bold  

6. plain  

7. enthusiastic  

8. oral  

9. eager  

10. super  

11. sympathetic  

12. immense  

13. uncomfortable  

14. worthy  

15. rigid  

  



Day 6 Exercise 1 

1. folk  

2. reception  

3. register  

4. fellow  

5. sympathy  

6. fate  

7. giant  

8. charter  

9. punishment  

10. destruction  

11. machinery  

12. gestures  

13. organ  

14. crops  

15. attraction  

  



Day 7 Exercise 1 

1. interfere  

2. sued  

3. gripped  

4. ruined  

5. wounded  

6. rowed  

7. undergone  

8. extracted  

9. inherited  

10. clung  

11. composed  

12. transmitted  

13. clutched  

14. glared  

15. reproduces  

 

   



Day 8 Exercise 1 

1. summary  

2. twins  

3. Gulf  

4. departure  

5. inspection  

6. hypothesis  

7. registration  

8. logic  

9. resort  

10. invitation  

11. lease  

12. dealer  

13. identification  

14. vendor  

15. withdrawal  

 

  



Day 9 Exercise 1 

1. cruel  

2. useless  

3. complicated  

4. sacred  

5. noble  

6. executive  

7. metropolitan  

8. content  

9. blank  

10. charming  

11. marine  

12. elaborate  

13. mysterious  

14. fatal  

15. racial  

  



Day 10 Exercise 1 

1. cloth  

2. blow  

3. clinic  

4. ceremony  

5. garage  

6. funerals  

7. adjustments  

8. sayings  

9. inspector  

10. laughter  

11. stimulus  

12. explosion  

13. anniversary  

14. advertisement  

15. competitor  

  



Day 11 Exercise 1 

1. fanned  

2. stripped  

3. split  

4. grasped  

5. screened  

6. fancy  

7. neglect  

8. flashed  

9. smashed  

10. straightened  

11. tightened  

12. postponed  

13. revive  

14. fulfill  

15. snatched  

  



Day 12 Exercise 1 

1. assistant  

2. nurseries  

3. wound  

4. illustrations  

5. colony  

6. pit  

7. remedy  

8. necessity  

9. dose  

10. motive  

11. rhythm  

12. tide  

13. invasion  

14. celebration  

15. observation  

  



Day 13 Exercise 1 

1. polite  

2. calm  

3. slim  

4. divine  

5. fiscal  

6. interior  

7. invisible  

8. doubtful  

9. competent  

10. probable  

11. fortunate  

12. incredible  

13. concrete  

14. furious  

15. passive  

  



Day 14 Exercise 1 

1. cinema  

2. steam  

3. flames  

4. loyalty  

5. reward  

6. widow  

7. detective  

8. fraction  

9. bulk  

10. portrait  

11. satellite  

12. myths  

13. harm  

14. wildlife  

15. discrimination  

  



Day 15 Exercise 1 

1. spin  

2. substituted  

3. sum  

4. exhibited  

5. jerked  

6. inspect  

7. groaned  

8. blink  

9. stumbled  

10. exhausted  

11. dumped 

12. manipulate  

13. renew  

14. sucks  

15. advocated  

  



Day 16 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. fold the newspaper in two 

2. ran and fetched the ball 

3. spared me a few slices of bread 

4. The hikers were rescued  

5. The students were discharged from school  

6. My dad objected to 

7. bets a lot of money on  

8. yields enough food for the family 

9. Cigarettes are taxed at a high rate  

10. suspect confessed his crime 

11. yell at me 

12. His voice resembles 

13. The police disclosed that  

14. Guns should be regulated more strictly  

15. crept along the carpet 

  



Day 17 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. brushed the dust off of 

2. a series of accidents on this curve 

3. The lecture was broadcasted  

4. is made of leather 

5. is made of bricks 

6. make a smooth transition to  

7. An infant should not be left alone 

8. should be a right, not a privilege 

9. flesh-eating animals 

10. have any objections 

11. one of his main virtues 

12. took some notes in the margin of  

13. drinking companions 

14. even a small change in his routine 

15. Toys made of tin  

  



Day 18 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. Secondly, I'd like to talk about  

2. come upstairs for a moment 

3. but it's physically tough 

4. contribution was greatly appreciated 

5. basically do anything 

6. Japanese inns are typically expensive 

7. The newly married couple  

8. scarcely believe my eyes 

9. takes roughly 25 minutes to  

10. I literally have no money at all 

11. Prices have risen sharply  

12. answered her letter personally 

13. The curtain was constantly moving  

14. door opens automatically. 

15. and consequently got sick 

  



Day 19 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. breasts have no muscle tissue 

2. to the bicycle with wire 

3. a lot of wild animals in this forest 

4. The jury has reached 

5. Walking is good exercise 

6. This chart shows fluctuations  

7. Mathematics is my strongest subject 

8. The theory of evolution  

9. One of his ambitions  

10. Psychology was my favorite subject 

11. a great horror of snakes 

12. is made of timber 

13. speed of technological innovation 

14. write your initials here  

15. collected shells on the beach 

 

  



Day 20 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. French bulldogs are ugly 

2. have a favorite weekly TV show 

3. television can be boring 

4. at school is shallow 

5. His bold personality attracts 

6. speak in plain English 

7. enthusiastic about dancing 

8. paired up for the oral presentation 

9. was eager to succeed 

10. That sounds super 

11. Her sympathetic expression  

12. an immense property in the country 

13. I felt uncomfortable among 

14. champion is worthy of praise 

15. plastics are strong and rigid 

  



Day 21 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. folk back home welcomed 

2. a friendly reception from them 

3. was not on the hotel register 

4. a pleasant fellow 

5. no sympathy for him this time 

6. through a turn of fate 

7. Jack met a giant after climbing 

8. available for charter 

9. was sentenced to severe punishment 

10. caused widespread destruction 

11. is done by machinery 

12. uses very exaggerated gestures 

13. a very complicated organ 

14. are important crops 

15. doesn't hold much attraction for me 

 

  



Day 22 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. interfere in other people's affairs 

2. sued the young girl for the car accident 

3. gripped his hand in fear 

4. was ruined by its enemy 

5. was badly wounded in the shoulder 

6. They rowed the boat all the way  

7. have undergone many hardships 

8. extracted the boy's rotten tooth 

9. He inherited a huge fortune  

10. wet shirt clung to  

11. The committee is composed of  

12. was transmitted live to the nation 

13. He clutched my arm and pulled me  

14. glared down on us  

15. This CD player reproduces every sound  

 

  



Day 23 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. give me a summary of the meeting 

2. gave birth to twins 

3. runs into the Gulf of Mexico 

4. The departure of the plane  

5. an inspection of the factory 

6. did not support his hypothesis 

7. when you're done with registration 

8. follow their logic 

9. go to a resort and relax 

10. declined his invitation 

11. signed a two-year lease  

12. a dealer for a Japanese automaker 

13. For identification 

14. an ice cream vendor in the park  

15. made a withdrawal from his bank account 

 

  



Day 24 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. He was cruel to  

2. useless to argue with 

3. a very complicated situation 

4. cows are considered sacred 

5. a person of noble origin 

6. The executive offices  

7. heavy in the metropolitan area 

8. seem content with your new job 

9. take out a blank sheet of paper 

10. in a most charming way 

11. is studying marine vegetation 

12. wore an elaborate wedding gown 

13. mysterious smile is very attractive 

14. causes many fatal accidents 

15. brought attention to racial 

  



Day 25 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. This cloth can be used as 

2. a blow to the head. 

3. runs a dental clinic. 

4. The ceremony took place at 

5. put his car in the garage. 

6. wear black to funerals. 

7. He made minor adjustments to 

8. knows a lot of old sayings. 

9. The inspector asked many questions about  

10. heard a roar of laughter  

11. a stimulus to consumer spending 

12. The explosion shook the whole 

13. celebrated their tenth wedding anniversary. 

14. They took out an advertisement  

15. the greatest competitor for you 

  



Day 26 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. fanned his face with a magazine 

2. stripped off his wet clothes  

3. split the block of wood with an axe 

4. grasped his mother's hand firmly 

5. screened what was behind it 

6. I don't fancy him as  

7. neglect your work 

8. Lightning flashed  

9. the kid who smashed the window 

10. straightened the pictures on the wall 

11. tightened the screws firmly 

12. that the meeting be postponed 

13. were able to revive him 

14. failed to fulfill their hopes 

15. The thief snatched her bag  

  



Day 27 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. Professor Brown's assistant 

2. no nurseries near my house 

3. received a leg wound  

4. refer to the illustrations on this page 

5. was a former British colony 

6. dug a deep pit  

7. a home remedy for colds 

8. out of necessity 

9. two tablets per dose 

10. no motive for shooting the man 

11. danced to the jazzy rhythm 

12. tide is coming in 

13. invasion started very early  

14. for the celebration of her birthday 

15. has keen powers of observation 

  



Day 28 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. polite to his mother's friends 

2. sea was very calm today 

3. looked slim in her new clothes 

4. prayed for divine guidance 

5. at the end of each fiscal year 

6. The interior walls are all painted  

7. are invisible to the naked  

8. of her story was doubtful 

9. competent enough to do the task 

10. a probable candidate 

11. fortunate to find you here 

12. quite an incredible story 

13. gave me a concrete explanation 

14. still furious about the result 

15. a passive attitude toward  

  



Day 29 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. go to the cinema alone 

2. Steam rose from  

3. house was in flames 

4. pledged loyalty to their country 

5. without hope of reward 

6. was left a widow  

7. hired a private detective 

8. not a fraction of honesty  

9. Despite its bulk and weight 

10. portrait was painted by  

11. satellite allows for digital broadcasting 

12. contains many famous myths 

13. There's no harm in  

14. organizations work to preserve wildlife 

15. Sex discrimination is still common  

  



Day 30 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. me spin the top 

2. substituted margarine for butter 

3. To sum up 

4. exhibited his finest artworks 

5. jerked the paper out of her hands 

6. inspect the car well  

7. injured man groaned with pain  

8. had to blink when she looked toward  

9. stumbled on the stairs and fell 

10. hard training exhausted me 

11. dumped the bag onto the floor 

12. try to manipulate others 

13. renew my passport before it expires 

14. baby sucks his thumb 

15. advocated respect for human rights 

 


